APPENDIX I

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY QUESTIONNAIRE
The following questions are designed to access the attitude, knowledge and utility of information technology among Physicians in a Nigerian Teaching Hospital. The result of the study will assist relevant authorities in designing relevant programme of intervention for this group.
Participation in this study is voluntary and your confidentiality is assured. Your name is not required in this project.
Thank you for your cooperation. 
SECTION 1: DEMOGRAPHIC
7.
A compact disc is hardware True…. False…. .
8.
The CPU is hardware True……False…..
9.
A File server has a very large hard disc True…... False….
Communication between PC Made by different manufacturers is impossible
True….False……
11.
Only data base network can be assessed using a network True……False…..
12.
Digital sound and video can be communicated over a network True…… false…..
13.
A network is a group of computer connected by satellite True…… false…..
14.
Networks allows the diff PCs to access the same files True…… False.....
15.
The global communication network is called the Internet True…… False….
16.
The Internet was originally developed by the military True…… False….
17.
Companies with email may no longer need to use the postal system True…….False….
18.
Message can be sent by email to every PC network instantly True…….False…..
WWW stands for World Wide Web
True…….False…..
20.
EMail is short for electronic mail True…….False…… ..
21.
The floppy disc has a larger capacity than the compact disc True…….False…..
22.
Ram refers to read only memory True…….False…..
23.
A modem allows computers to communicate using telephone line True……..False….
24.
The modem is short for modular demodulator True……..False…...
25.
People 
